Still Timeless…but Changinghanging- Last Days on Leros…October 2015.

And so the days are drawing in…sunny days with late
afternoon´s golden light, and cool evenings. The season
has flown by. A season of wonderful visits, but a
frustrating time for Jan with 2 month´s of back and neck
pain necessitating two trips to Rhodes for chiropractic
treatment, massage and acupuncture. Not knowing what
to expect upon arrival just after the latest crisis, we´re
baffled at the many good changes…in fact, it´s never
looked so good…new businesses and tavernas, freshly
painted houses and hotels, even stripes down the centre
of the road for the first time (only a guideline, not to be
taken seriously, you understand), village celebrations,
concerts... packed with Greek tourists in August…

The ever irrespressible Greeks. The cash points work, all is calm, new initiatives abound, no shortages, not so much optimism,
more an acceptance that they can do little individually to change the situation so they just get on with it. A new catamaran
service arrives from Turkey twice weekly. Oh yes, there is money on the island. The marinas are full of foreign boats, the bays
have been full all summer of Turkish mega-yachts. There is talk of substantial Turkish investment in Leros in the coming years,
though details are vague yet. The French and Italians are buying houses on the island. After 6 years of effort by the local
librarian, we have a wonderful, new library. Soon he will go to Munich to tell an international conference how this was achieved
despite the crisis. And another kind of crisis…the steady daily flow of refugees from Syria, Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan.
The Coastguard are out day and night every day., the bins overflow with life jackets, and yet it remains peaceful. They are
housed or camp for a few days in Lakki before going on to Athens, sometimes 40, sometimes 1400. Foreign residents feed them,
now the aid agencies are arriving, the locals are a bit weary though it´s good for business. Food and ferry tickets…the Syrians
have money. Many tragedies off the coast. The local diver can´t take any more recovering the bodies of children.

So a season where things are changing, yet the island still retains its air of
timelessness… peaceful , still afternoons with timeto wander the old
backstreets of our quarter. It is still so very lovely.

Though it is close, we see little of it. Occasional ships come in and out at night. You probably know more than we
do…as a visitor here you will be aware of it, but will not be disturbed. Unlike on other islands, it is quiet and
contained in Lakki. The town is kept clean. People do their best to help. Some, of course, make money on it. We
do not recognise the chaotic scenes from the TV. We are a little surprised to find the refugees take the normal
commercial ferries (and leave all their mess behind on board, weary staff tell us), the coffee shops are full, some
stay in hotels. Our neighbour jokes that they don´t have enough refugee babies for all the pampers and baby food
arriving from Sweden… a Swedish resident makes 500 sandwiches a day, one of an army of volunteers. We run
into Alex, who built our house, now 80 (Alex not the house), buoyant as ever. Our friend Lee from New Mexico
comes for 10 days to windsurf (but even the wind is calm!) and we entertain our French sailor friends, Annick and
Capt. Jeff. It´s the time of year for dramatic sunsets and occasional thunderstorms… So island life continues….
Leaving 22 Oct., we´ll be back in August,2016. It´s time to go and pack Otter away in Holland for the winter.

Our little owl has
found a mate and
they chatter to each
other in the
darkness.

